
CASE NOTES

CASE NOTES I

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW - DUE PROCESS - THE PUNITIVE RE-
STRAINTS OF A DETAINER MAY NOT BE CONTINUED WHEN THE
REQUESTING STATE FAILS TO HOLD A PAROLE REVOCATION HEAR-
ING - Cooper v. Lockhart, 489 F.2d 308 (8th Cir. 1973).

INTRODUCTION

In Cooper v. Lockhart,' the United States Court of Appeals for
the Eighth Circuit addressed itself to an important issue in the field
of corrections. The case involved an individual incarcerated in the
Arkansas State Prison who was wanted for a parole revocation hear-
ing in another jurisdiction. As is customary, the state seeking revoca-
tion requested that a detainer2 be lodged against the inmate by the
Arkansas prison authorities. As a result of the detainer, several
punitive restrictions (e.g., ineligibility to participate in vocational
training, work-release or furlough programs) were also placed upon
the prisoner while confined. The issue was whether such punitive
consequences could be continued, when the state seeking parole
revocation refused to hold a hearing prior to the prisoner's release
'rom Arkansas custody. The court determined that the continuance of
the punitive restraints under such circumstances denied the inmate
due process protections of the fourteenth amendment. 3

Originally the actions of two inmates, Leroy Cooper and Harry
Williams, were consolidated. Cooper was paroled by the State of
Missouri in 1970 after he had served part of a five-year sentence.
lollowing parole he was convicted of a felony in Arkansas and in-
t:arcerated in that state's prison. On March 16, 1971, a detainer was
lodged in favor of Missouri, which had issued a parole violation

1. 489 F.2d 308 (8th Cir. 1973) [hereinafter cited as Cooper].
2. United States v. Candelaria, 131 F. Supp. 797, 805 (S.D. Cal. 1955), citing

INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON CRIME, HANDBOOK ON INTERSTATE CRIME CONTROL Ch. 5
(1947):

A detainer may be defined as a warrant filed against a person
already in custody with the purpose of insuring that, after the
prisoner has completed his present term, he will be available to
the authority which has placed the detainer. Wardens of institu-
tions holding men who have detainers on them invariably recog-
nize these warrants and notify the authorities placing them of im-
pending release of the prisoner.

3. Cooper at 315.
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warrant against him. On April 30, 1973, he requested that a revoca-
tion hearing be granted within sixty days, but was informed by a
member of the Missouri Board of Parole that no hearing could be
held until his release from Arkansas custody.

The facts involved in Williams' case were not as fully developed
in the record. It was reported that he was a parolee from Michigan
who had been subsequently convicted of a felony in Arkansas.4

Michigan requested that a detainer be placed against him for possi-
ble parole revocation. Williams alleged that in April 1973 the
Michigan Board of Paroles informed the Attorney General of Arkan-
sas that it would not give Williams a hearing until his release from
Arkansas custody. It was not clear from the trial record whether
Williams had demanded a speedy hearing and whether it had been
(lenied: however, the district court proceeded upon such an assump-
tion.,

Both Williams and Cooper filed petitions for relief under the Civil
Rights Act of '1871.6 They were dismissed by the trial court, which
found that a parole revocation hearing was not in the purview of the
"speedy trial" requirement of the sixth amendment.' On the other
band, the district court did concede that the Civil Rights Act was the
I)rol)er remedial course.8

The appeal was argued in October, 1973. Cooper was released
from Arkansas custody on October 26, 1973, to the Missouri
aulhorities on the basis of the detainer. The court of appeals was in-
formed of this prior to its decision and therefore dismissed his case
as 11(o t.

In deciding the Williams' appeal, the appellate court agreed with
Ihe (listri ct court and found that the Civil Rights Act was the
al)propriate remedy9 but reversed the district court's finding that a
parole revocation hearing was not constitutionally required.o

4. Id. at 311.
5. Id.
6. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (1970):

Every person - who, under color of any statute, ordinance,
regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or Territory, subjects,
or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States or
other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of
any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution
and laws shall be liable to the party injured in an action at
law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress.

7. Cooper at 311.
8. Id. at 310.
9. h.

10. Id. at 312.
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JURISDICTION UNDER THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT

The trial court, in deciding the issue of whether the Civil Rights
Act was applicable had expressed concern over the application of
lPreiser v. flodriquez.- That case involved the cancellation of an in-
nate's good time credits because he had contraband materials in his
cell. The cancellation of the credits occurred without a hearing. The
prisoner, in a civil rights action, alleged a denial of due process of
law. The Supreme Court held that habeas corpus, not a civil right ac-
lion, was the appropriate remedy for state prisoners attacking the
fuct or length of their confinement.-2 The Supreme Court said it was
clear that the facts of the case came within the scope of habeas cor-
pus which also includes such situations as a parole being unlawfully
revoked, denial of constitutional rights at trial, invalid guilty pleas,
and convictions under a statute alleged to be unconstitutional.-3 The
significance of the decision is that the Supreme Court declared
habeas corpus to be the exclusive means for an inmate to attack the
constitutionality of his actual physical confinement. Thus, for an in-
mate seeking either a shortened sentence or release, his only remedy
would be a habeas corpus action.

The important difference between the habeas corpus remedy and
a civil rights action is that the latter may be maintained without first
exhausting available state remedies."5 A 1948 amendment to the
habeas corpus statute introduced the exhaustion requirement in that
proceeding.o In Preiser, the Court emphasized that the exhaustion
requirement included state administrative recourse as well as state
judlicial actions.l In Cooper, had the action to remove the punitive
effects of a detainer been found to be appropriately a habeas corpus
proceeding, the resultant delay from the exhaustion requirement
would have been critical. The inmate would have lost valuable
rehabilitation opportunities while pursuing state remedies in an
attemplt to have the punitive restrictions imposed by the detainer
removed. The court of appeals avoided the difficulties of the exhaus-

11. 411 U.S. 475 (1973).
12. Id. at 489.90.
13. Id. at 486.
14. Id. at 489.
15. Houghton v. Shafer, 392 U.S. 639 (1968) ; King v. Smith, 392 U.S. 309 (1968)

McNeese v. Board of Educ., 373 U.S. 668 (1963) ; Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167
(1961).

16. Preiser v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 475, 489 (1973).
17. Id. at 491.
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tion requirement by finding Rodriguez inapplicable. It relied upon
Wilwording v. Swenson,"9 and a line of cases," holding that a
challenge to conditions of confinement, rather than to the fact or
length is properly brought under the Civil Rights Act. Wilwording in-
volved an inmate's challenge to living conditions and disciplinary
measures. The court in Cooper correctly recognized the crucial dis-
tinction between conditions of confinement and the actual confine-
ment itself, and aligned the punitive consequences of a detainer un-
der the former category. Thus, the court of appeals found that it could
properly exercise jurisdiction.

DUE PROCESS AND THE PAROLE REVOCATION HEARING

The next issue to which the court addressed itself was whether
the punitive effects of the detainer, imposed without a hearing,
denied the petitioner due process guarantees of the fourteenth
amendment. The court of appeals answered this question in the affir-
mative. The reasonableness of this conclusion is apparent when one
understands the punitive consequences involved in the imposition of
a (letainer. At first glance, it may appear that a detainer's function is
mainly administrative. However, in practice, the lodging of a
detainer alerts prison officials who in turn place restrictions upon
the prisoner.

A detainer serves essentially two functions: it notifies the in-
carcerating authority that the prisoner is wanted in another jurisdic-
tion; and it reqluests that the authorities in the other jurisdiction be
notified of the prisoner's release date so they can be present to take
custody.0 The lodging of such a detainer has a direct effect upon the
prisoner involved. Prison authorities place greater restrictions on in-
mates with a detainer lodged against them, reasoning that the
prisoner is a greater escape risk if he faces a lengthy future
sentence.2 1 Officials also believe vocational training is impractical if
the future sentence is indeterminate and consider the prisoner a bad

18. 404 U.S. 249 (1971).
19. Examples of challenges to conditions of confinement: Haines v. Kerner, 404

U.S. 519 (1972) ; Houghton v. Shafer, 392 U.S. 639 (1968) ; Cooper v. Pate, 378
U.S. 546 (1964).

20. Note, 16 WASH. U.L.Q. 417 (1966).
21. Lawrence v. Blackwell, 298 F. Supp. 708, 713 (N.D. Ga. 1969). See also

Tuttle, Catch 2254: Federal Jurisdiction and Interstate Detainers, 32 U. PITT. L. REV.
489, 491 (1971) ; Note, 16 WASH. U.L.O. 417, 418-19 (1966).
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risk for work release and furlough programs.22

The actual punitive consequences imposed as a result of a
detainer vary among penal institutions. 23 The punitive restrictions of
the Arkansas Department of Correction, as stipulated by the parties
are as follows:

1) Ineligible to participate in the vocational training program
because of a federal regulation attached to the granting of
federal funds;

2jlneligible to attain the classification of trustee;

3)Ineligible to participate in the meritorious furlough
program because only trustees can take part;

4)Ineligible to participate in the work release program. 2 4

Thus, severe punitive consequences are placed on the detained
prisoner even though the detainer does not bind the requesting of-
ficial to prosecute the inniate.25 Furthermore, the prisoner may not
know until he is released whether the detainer will be enforced. It is
common practice for officials to automatically file a detainer when
they learn a wanted person is incarcerated elsewhere - regardless

22. Tuttle, Catch 2254: Federal Jurisdiction and Interstate Detainers, 32 U. PITT.
L. REV. 489, 491 (1971).

23. Cooper at 314 n. 10.
The generally recognized ones include the following restrictions:
the inmate is (1) deprived of an opportunity to obtain a sentence
to run concurrently with the sentence being served at the time the
detainer is filed; (2) classified as a maximum or close custody
risk; (3) ineligible for initial assignments to less than maximum
security prisons . . . (4) ineligible for trustee status; (5) not al-
lowed to live in preferred living quarters such as dormitories;
(6) ineligible for study-release programs or work-release programs;
(7) ineligible to be transferred to preferred medium or minimum
custody institutions within the correctional system, which includes
the removal of any possibility of transfer to an institution more
appropriate for youthful offenders; (8) not entitled to preferred
prison jobs which carry higher wages and entitle them to addition-
al good time credits against their sentence; (9) inhibited by the
denial of possibility of parole or any commutation of his sentence;
(10) caused anxiety and thus hindered in the overall rehabili-
tation process since he cannot take maximum advantage of his
institutional opportunities.

24. Cooper at 313.
25. Jacob & Sharma, Justice After Trial: Prisoners' Need for Legal Services in

the Criminal-Correctional Process, 18 KAN. L. REV. 493, 581 (1970).
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of whether they intend to prosecute or to enforce the detainer.26 The
legal basis for a (letainer is rarely examined.27 A prisoner can thus
suffer irreparable loss of privileges because of a charge which lacks
sufficient proof to obtain an indictment. Detainers are also used by
prosecutors to punish, without trial, for a charge which they feel
would not otherwise result in a conviction.- The authorities are in
agreement that less than one-half of all detainers filed are ever exer-
cised, and many of these are filed with no intention of ever trying to
enforce them.9 The grave importance of this is apparent when it is
observed that, for example, thirty per cent or more of the inmates in
federal penitentiaries have at least one detainer against them and
many have more than one.1

In 1947 the Interstate Commission on Crime evaluated the
detainer system and the obstacles it poses for rehabilitation and
drew the following conclusions:

While it would seem proper that authorities in quest of a
violator of the law should have every assistance in returning
him to their jurisdiction, nevertheless the detainer system
now operates to the detriment of society all too often . . .

The prison administrator is thwarted in his efforts toward
rehabilitation. The inmate who has a detainer against him is
filled with anxiety and apprehension and frequently does not
respond to a training program. He often must be kept in close
custody, which bars him from treatment such as trustyships,
moderations of custody and opportunity for transfer to farms
and work camps. In many jurisdictions he is not eligible for
parole: there is little hope for his release after an optimum
period of training and treatment, when he is ready for return
to society with an excellant possibility that he will not offend
again. Instead he often becomes embittered with continued
institutionalism and the objective of the correctional system
is defeated.31

26. Id.
27. Note, 16 WASH. U.L.Q. 417, 423 (1966).
28. Id.
29. Cooper at 316 n. 12.
30. Id. See also Jacob & Sharma, Justice After Trial: Prisoners' Need for Legal

Services in the Criminal-Correction Process, 18 KAN. L. REV. 493, 579 (1970).
31. Cooper at 315; Lawrence v. Blackwell, 298 F. Supp. 708, 713-14 (1969) citing,

INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON CRIME, HANDBOOK ON INTERSTATE CRIME CONTROL, Ch. 5
(1947).
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The preceding paragraphs illustrate the effect a detainer has
upon an inmate during confinement and the obstacles the detainer
system presents to the rehabilitation process. The prisoner's welfare,
as well as society's, would best be served by the removal of un-
necessary detainers and their punitive restrictions at the earliest
ptossible (late.3 2

In view of the punitive consequences flowing from detainers, the
GOurt of appeals in Cooper concluded that the detained prisoner was
entitled to relief when the requesting state failed to hold a timely
hearing. Its analysis and conclusion differed from that of the district
:(Mri; the latter determined' that appropriate relief could not be

granted. This difference in determination resulted from the two
courts' views of the precise issue involved. The district court had dis-
missed both Williams' and Cooper's complaints, viewing the issue as
whether the authorities who requested the detainer must grant the
Iprison;rs "a speedy trial" in the form of a parole revocation
hearing. The court of appeals agreed with the district court's
analysis of Smith v. Hooey34 and Braden v. 30th Judicial Circuit," and
their conclusion that the sixth amendment guarantee of the right to a
speedy trial13 was limited to "another pending criminal charge" and
not to a parole revocation warrant. 3

32. The Agreement on Detainers, which is statutory law in twenty-eight states and
the District of Columbia, provides an alternate method to clear detainers. Under the
agreement wardens are required to inform prisoners of all indictments, informations
or complaints on the basis of which detainers have been lodged against them by
other jurisdictions. The proper official in the other jurisdiction has 180 days to
bring the prisoner to trial. A prisoner seeking compact benefits must request final
disposition of charges pending in the other jurisdiction, and waive extradition.

Although the compact is intended to afford a prisoner a "speedy trial" on un-
tried charges to facilitate planning and carrying out of prisoner rehabilitation, it is
"mportant to note that the prisoner is not entitled to any benefits unless the im-
prisoning jurisdiction is a party to the compact. COUNCIL ON STATE GOVERNMENT
HANDBOOK ON INTERSTATE CRIME CONTROL 115 (1966).

33. Cooper at 311.
34. 393 U.S. 374 (1969).
35. 410 U.S. 484 (1973).
36. U.S. CONsr. amend. VI:

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right
to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and
district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district
shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be in-
formed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted
with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for
obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the Assistance of
Counsel for his defence.

37. See also Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778 (1973) ; Morrissey v. Brewer, 408
U.S. 471 (1972) [hereinafter cited as Morris.sey].
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Despite this, the court of appeals believed the issue to be
"whether the custodial state may be required to remove the harmful
consequences which flow from the detainer if a parole revocation
hearing is not granted while the prisoner remains in its custody."
(Emphasis added).38 The court concluded that there is no legal obliga-
tion on the custodial state to place a detainer on a prisoner because of
an outstanding parole violation warrant in another state. 39 The relief
sought is from the punitive consequences imposed by the custodial
state. Thus the court concluded that the requesting authorities are not
even a necessary party to the suit.40 This is an important distinction
because the court had no jurisdiction over the authorities who re-
quested the detainer. Relief may be obtained, however, by operation
of a decree on the parties before the court (e.g., the prison officials
who imposed the punitive restraints on the prisoner because of the
detainer). Thus the court has no power to order removal of the
detainer itself, lacking the necessary jurisdiction over the requesting
authorities, but it could order the removal of the harmful conse-
quences imposed by the custodial state. In was this same distinction
that necessitated the dismissal of Cooper's appeal. Once he was
released from Arkansas custody, the punitive restraints ended, and
thus his case was moot.

The appellate court decided that it would require that a parole
revocation hearing be held prior to the prisoner's release.41 If the
state seeking revocation failed to hold such a hearing it would order
the removal of any punitive restraints.42 It has been argued that court
interference in such matters poses a threat to prison administrative
autonomy. The rationales upon which these arguments are based in-
lude: 1) separation of powers,'

4 2) lack of judicial expertise in
penology and 3) fear that such intervention will subvert prison dis-
cipline.44 Prior to the 1960's the correctional administrators' claim to
autonomy was supported by a policy of judicial abstention - the
"hands-off doctrine. '

"4" This began to give way when the courts
sought to protect the prisoner's right to gain access to the courts

38. Cooper at 312.
39. Id.
40. Id. at 310.
41. Id. at 317.
42. Id. ,
43. Powell v. Hunter, 172 F.2d 330, 331 (10th Cir. 1949).
44. Goldfarb & Singer, Redressing Prisoners' Grievances, 39 GEO. WASH. L. REV.

175, 181 (1970).
45. Id. at 181-85.
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themselves.46 The viability of the Civil Rights Act in this area was
revived in Monroe v. Pope.4 Since then it has become a vehicle for
prisoners' challenges to deprivations of their constitutional and
statutory rights, including conditions of confinement." It is now

questionable whether the administrative justifications mentioned
above should be used to obstruct the constitutional or statutory rights
of prisoners. Federal courts, however, are still reluctant to interfere
with a prison's internal discipline.41 But, they have not hesitated to
entertain petitions asserting violations of fundamental rights and,
where indicated, to grant relief. 0 This is the situation which con-
fronted the court in Cooper.

Finally the court dealt with the most critical issue: the legal basis

for requiring a hearing prior to the prisoner's release. The court of
appeals concluded that the facts involved were within the purview of
the fourteenth amendment.,, The court determined that the con-
tinuance of the punitive consequences of a detainer, when the re-
questing state refused to hold a parole revocation hearing prior to the
prisoner's release, was a denial of due process of law." It has long

been established that due process requirements restrain all phases
of state government: legislative, judicial and executive." It is also
clear that inmates in prison are within the fourteenth amendment
due process protection."

Morrissey v. Brewer55 established that the due process clause of
the fourteenth amendment requires that a state afford an individual
some opportunity to be heard prior to revoking his parole.-

46. Id. at 231-34.
47. 365 U.S. 167 (1961).
48. Goldfarb & Singer, Redressing Prisoners' Grievances, 39 GEO. WASH. L. REV.

175, 253-54 (1970).
49. Douglas v. Sigler, 386 F.2d 684, 688 (8th Cir. 1967); Glenn. v. Ciccone, 370

F.2d 361, 363 (8th Cir. 1966); Sutton v. Settle, 302 F.2d 286, 288 (8th Cir. 1962),
cert. denied, 372 U.S. 930 (1963).

50. Wright v. McMann, 387 F.2d 519, 522 (2nd Cir. 1967). See, e.g., U.S. v.
Candelaria, 131 F. Supp. 797 (S.D. Cal. 1955).

51. Cooper at 312.
52. Id.
53. Buchalter v. New York, 319 U.S. 427 (1943) ; Brinkerhoff-Faris Co. v. Hull,

281 U.S. 673 (1930) ; Georgia Power Co. v. Decatur, 281 U.S. 505 (1930) ; Philip
Wagner v. Leser, 239 U.S. 207 (1915); Home Tel. & Tel. Co. v. Los Angeles, 227
U.S. 278 (1913).

54. Smith v. Schneckloth, 414 F.2d 680 (9th Cir. 1969) ; Jackson v. Bishop, 404
F.2d 571 (8th Cir. 1968); Walker v. Mancusi, 338 F. Supp. 311 (W.D. N.Y. 1971),
aII'd, 467 F.2d 51 (2nd Cir. 1972) ; Carter v. McGinnis, 320 F. Supp. 1092 (W.D. N.Y.
1970) ; Carothers v. Follette, 314 F. Supp. 1014 (S.D. N.Y. 1970).

55. 408 U.S. 471 (1972).
56. Id.
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I lowever, because revocation of parole is not part of a criminal
prosecution, the "full panoply" of rights due to a defendant does not
apply.7 Revocation deprives the individual not of absolute liberty to
which every citizen is entitled but only of the conditional liberty
properly dependent on observance of the specific parole restric-
lions.58

The present test of "[wihether any procedural protections are due
depends on the extent to which the individual will be condemned to
suffer grievous loss."59 The Court in Morrissey concluded that the
nature of parole revocation comes within the scope of this test.60 The
stale has no interest in revoking parole without some informal
)ro(cedural guarantees, anti a simple factual hearing will not in-

terfere unduly with its exercise of discretion.61 The parolee's "liber-
ty," although conditional in nature, is significant and its forfeiture
would constitute a "grievous loss." It is protected by the due process
clause, and termination requires an informal hearing to give
aissurance that a finding of violation is based on verified facts. In
agreement is the President's Task Force Report: Corrections which
concluded that:

The offender threatened with revocation should . .. be
entitled to a hearing comparable to the nature and impor-
tance of the issue being decided. Where there is some dispute
as to whether he violated the conditions of his release, the
hearing should contain the basic elements of clue process -
those elements which are designed to insure accurate fact fin-
ding. It may not be appropriate to require the heavy burden
of proof required for criminal conviction, or to provide for
jury trials. 3ut the hearing should include such essential
rights as reasonable notice of charges, the right to present
evidence and witnesses, the right to representation by
counsel - including the right to appointed counsel - and the
right to confront and cross-examine opposing witnesses.
(Citation omitted).62

57. Id. at 480.
58. Id.
59. Morrissey at 481; Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Comm. v. McGrath, 341 U.S.

123, 168 (1951). Seel also Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67 (1972).
60. Morrissey at 481.
61. Id.
62. THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF

JUSTICE, TASK FORCE REPORT: CORRECTIONS 88 (1967).
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It has been suggested that different types of administrative
proceedings require different flexibilities and procedural
safeguards. 6 3 Traditionally, reasonable notice and an opportunity to
be heard are required. 6

4 A primary distinction is made between ad-
judicatory and investigatory proceedings?5 the former requiring
more procedural protections.6 Distinctions can also be made on the
basis of other factors such as whether the hearing is to be formal or
informal in nature, the complexity of the prescribed procedure,
whether meaningful review is available, the gravity of the potential
consequences, whether the proceedings are secret or open, whether
the hearing is of a revocation or sentencing type, the characterization
of the subject matter involved, if the inquiry is act- or person-
orienlated," ' and the possible burden on that proceeding." A parole
revocation hearing involves the guilt or innocence of an alleged
l)arole violator and therefore is adjudicative in nature.69

At a minimum the required elements of due process should be: 1)
adequate written notice of alleged violation, 2) a hearing at which the
slate must present evidence and the parolee is given an adequate op-

I)OrtUnity to present a defense, 3) the right of representation by
retained or appointed counsel, 4) the opportunity to confront and
cross-examine witnesses, 5) compulsory process and/or lQcal hearing
in the place of violation.' °

63. See Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420 (1960) for general discussion of different
procedural safeguards required by federal government agencies.

64. Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 (1950); Milliken
v. Meyer, 311 U.S. 457 (1940); Grannis v. Ordean, 234 U.S. 385 (1914); Priest v.
Las Vegas, 232 U.S. 604 (1914) ; Roller v. Holly, 176 U.S. 398 (1900).

65. See, e.g., Jenkins v. McKeithcn, 395 U.S. 411 (1969).
66. Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420, 442 (1962).
67. Jacob & Sharma, Justice Alter Trial: Prisoners' Need for Legal Services in

the Criminal-Correctional Process, 18 Kan. L. Rev. 493, 539-40 (1970).
68. Cohen, Due Process, Equal Protection and State Parole Revocation Proceedings,

48 U. COLO. L. REv. 197, 204 (1970), citing Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420, 442
(1962).

69. Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420 (1962)
[Wlhen governmental agencies adjudicate or make binding de-

terminations which directly affect the legal rights of individuals,
it is imperative that those agencies use the procedures which have
traditionally been associated with the judicial process.

Id. at 442.
70. Cohen, Due Process, Equal Protection and State Parole Revocation Proceedings,

48 U. COLO. L. REv. 197, 215.16 (1970). The two steps required by Morrissey to
fulfill the due process requirement could he summarized as follows:

1) A reasonably prompt informal inquiry conducted by an impar-
tial hearing officer near the place of the alleged parole violation
or arrest to determine if there are reasonable grounds to believe
the violation occurred, including,
a. prior notice to the parolee of the inquiry purpose and

alleged violation,
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Since it had been established by the Supreme Court that due
process was required in parole revocation proceedings, the court in
Cooper had to determine whether the fact that the alleged parole
violator was incarcerated in another state created an exception. The
(listrict court had concluded that Morrissey did not apply to the facts
of the case because its requirements were limited to the state which
must hold the parole revocation hearing.7I The court of appeals noted
thal the Clue process requirements of Morrissey also included an op-
porlunity to be heard with a reasonable time of the alleged violation:
'"due process would seem to require that some minimal inquiry be
conducted at or reasonably near the place of the alleged parole viola-
lion or arrest and as promptly as convenient after arrest while infor-
mation is fresh and sources are available.", While the timeliness of
the hearing itself is within the sole control of the state seeking arrest,
it is the custodial state which places the punitive restrictions on the
inmate. Thus, "the custodial state is acting in full concert with the
state which refused to promptly procegs its pending review of parole
revocation."' These punitive consequences of the detainer come
within the previously mentioned test of whether the "individual will
be conlemnedl to stiffer grievous loss." 7 If the punitive restrictions
are continued in the face of the requesting state's failure to provide a
hearing within a reasonable time, the inmate will suffer irreparable
injury, particularly to his chances for rehabilitation, in addition to
any adverse consequences resulting from the hearing delay itself."

b. an opportunity for the parolee to present relevant informa-
tion and to question adverse witnesses (absent security
problems) and

c. the hearing officer digesting evidence on probable cause
and stating the reasons for his determination, and;

2) a revocation hearing reasonably soon after arrest including,
a. written notice of alleged parole violation,
b. disclosure to the parolee of evidence against him,
c. an opportunity for the parolee to be heard in person,

and to present witnesses and documentary evidence,
d. the right to confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses

(unless significant risk of harm),
e. a neutral and detached hearing body, and
f. a written statement by the fact finders as to evidence

relied on and the reasons for revoking parole.
Morrissey at 485-89.

71. Cooper at 312.
72. Morrissey at 485.
73. Cooper at 313.
74. Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Comm. v. McGrath, 341 U.S. 123, 168 (1951).
75. Jacob & Sharma, Justice After Trial: Prisoners' Need for Legal Services in

the Criminal-Correctional Process, 18 KAN. L. REV. 493, 582 (1970).
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Relief from such delay has been given in a line of cases 6 which
parallel the reasoning in Cooper, although they are not dispositive of
ihe precise issue involved here.

In Klopfer v. North Carolina, 7 the Supreme Court held that the
sixth amendment guarantee of a "speedy trial" applies to the states
through the fourteenth amendment as a "fundamental right.""a The
Court stated that a state may not indefinitely postpone prosecutions
without stated justification over the objection of an accused." The
Court in Smith v. Hooey,8° explored the state's obligation under the
sixth and fourteenth amendments to provide a speedy trial when the
accused is serving a prison sentence in another jurisdiction.1

Traditionally, three reasons for the constitutional guarantee of a
speedy trial have been given: 1) to prevent undue and oppressive in-
carceration prior to trial, 2) to minimize anxiety and concern, 3) to
limit possibilities that long delay will impair the ability of the accus-
ed to defend himself.02 Although the first two reasons may not be as
applicable to an accused who is already incarcerated, delay is just as
harmful. It has been contended that the possible loss of liberty which
was the basis for the Morrissey decision is not present in a detainer
situation, where the individual is already incarcerated.13 But, despite
Ihe fact that the hearing will not affect the present confinement,
there are other serious consequences to consider. The possibility of
concurrent sentences might he lost and parole chances could be
reduced,84 and the conditions under which a prisoner must serve his
sentence may be greatly worsened (i.e., the punitive consequences of
the detainer) .8

76. See notes 77-80 infra.
77. 386 U.S. 213 (1967).
78. See Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400 (1965) and Gideon v. Wainwright, 372

U.S. 335 (1963), for a discussion of other sixth amendment rights applicable to the
states.

79. See Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 530 (1972). The primary burden of
bringing cases to trial rests with the prosecutor and the court. Whether or not the
right has been denied is to be determined by "a balancing test, in which the conduct
of both the prosecution and the defendant are weighed." Id. Four relevant factors are:

[the] [I]ength of delay, the reason for delay, the defendant's as-
sertion of his right, and prejudice to the defendant.

Id.
80. 393 U.S. 374 (1969).
81. Id.
82. United States v. Ewell, 383 U.S. 116, 120 (1966). See Smith v. Hooey, 393

U.S. 374 (1969).
83. Cooper at 314.
84. Smith v. Hooey, 393 U.S. 374, 378 (1969).
85. Id. at 378 n. 8. citing RULES OF UNITED STATEs BOARD OF PAROLE 17-18 (1965).
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[lit is in their effect upon the prisoner and our attempts to
rehabilitate him that detainers are most corrosive. The strain
of having to serve a sentence with the uncertain prospect of
being taken into the custody of another state at the conclusion
interferes with the prisoner's ability to take maximum advan-
tage of his institutional opportunities."°

Smith v. Il oey determined that the custodial state has a con-
stitutional duty to make a "diligent, good-faith effort" to bring the ac-
cused before the court for trial; however, the court did not elaborate
on how the lower courts were to enforce the right. Lawrence v.
I11ackwe1,87 held that if the state requesting the detainer has not
made a "diligent good-faith effort" to bring the prisoner to trial
within a reasonable time following the court order, the custodial
authority must remove the restrictions flowing from the detainer.88
The defendants can then raise their prior denial of speedy trial when
finally prosecuted, and it will be for the state trial court to decide
what the defendant must show to merit dismissal. '

An interesting approach to the detainer problem can be seen in
I Inited States v. Candelaria.90 That case involved a proceeding upon
the court's own motion to obtain a modification of a sentence. The
court modified its previously imposed sentence from five years to
sixty days because of an outstanding detainer requested by Los
Angeles and California state official on the basis of the same offense
for which the defendant was serving a federal sentence. The court
had made several requests that the detainer be dropped. These were
rejected. The court held that since local officials had obstructed the
federal efforts at correction, it would terminate the sentence and per-
mait 1hem to pursue their prosecutions. ', The decision noted that not
only did the existence of the detainer system make sentencing dif-
f'icult (if a long sentence was indicated, the court might hesitate
because of outstanding (fetainers), but it also handicapped the
federal program of treatment designed to reform the prisoner.2

86. Smith v. Hooey, 393 U.S. 374, 379 (1969), citing Bennett, The Last Full
Ounce, 23 FED. PROB. 20, 21 (1959).

87. 298 F. Supp. 708 (N.D. Ga. 1969).
88. Id. at 717.
89. Id. at 715.
90. 131 F. Supp. 797 (S.D. Cal. 1955).
91. Id. at 807.
92. Id. at 805.
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The incidental first offender may, and sometimes does
serve years in prison because he has violated the law in
several jurisdictions, although only a short sentence or proba-
tion would accomplish the necessary rehabilitation...
Ironically, society, in collecting its debt from the offender
under the detainer system, is the real loser. Much money
is spent in unnecessary extra periods of correctional
treatment, and embittered offenders become recidivists,
pyramiding the expense of law enforcement.' 3

Gregory v. lPage '9 4lenied a Civil Rights Act petition, finding
lederal courts without power to order the lifting of a tletainer

warrant. 5 The facts of that case are distinguishable because the
i etitioner had already been convicted and was serving a sentence in
Ihe retLuesting state when he escaped and was subsequently con-
vicled and incarcerated in another jurisdiction. The continuance of a
d(etainer and its restrictive consequences would seem reasonable in
that sitluation, to guard against his escape and insure the prisoner's
relurn to the requesting jurisdiction. Also, the dangers of prejudice
from trial delay are not present. However, it is important to dis-
tinguish, as the Eighth Circuit did in Cooper, that the court need not
order the removal of the detainer itself to give relief, but may direct
that Ihe punitive consequences be terminated by the custodial state
(olficials who are within its jurisdiction.

The reasoning of Klopfer and Smith as applied by lower courts
as in Lawrence v. Blackwell,6 would seem to govern the facts in
Cooper except for the distinction noted by both the district court
and court of appeals in Cooper; that the detainer was based on a
parole revocation warrant, not another pending criminal proceed-
ing. As previously explained, the sixth amendment right to a speedy
trial has been held to be limited to criminal proceedings."1 However,
this does not mean that fourteenth amendment due process does not
require a prompt and timely hearing in a parole revocation pro-

93. Id. at 806, citing INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON CRIME, HANDBOOK ON INTERSTATE
CRIME CONTROL, Ch. 5 (1947).

94. 289 F. Supp. 316 (E.D. Okla. 1968).
95. Id. at 317. See also Mingo v. United States, 350 F.2d 313 (10th Cir. 1965)

Troyan v. United States, 240 F. Sipp. 383 (D. Kan. 1964).
96. 298 F. Supp. 708 (N.D. Ga. 1969). See also Moulton v. Aaron, 358 F. Supp.

256 (D. Minn. 1973) ; Watson v. Norton, 335 F. Supp. 1324 (D. Conn. 1971) ; Weiss
v. Blackwell, 310 F. Snpp. 360 (N.D. Ga. 1969).

97. Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778 (1973); Morrissey; see also Braden v.
30th Judicial Cir., 410 U.S. 484 (1973) ; Smith v. Hooey, 393 U.S. 374 (1969).
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ceeding. Indeed, the Supreme Court specified a reasonable time
requirement in Morrissey,8 and laid the foundation upon which
the decision in Cooper rests.

In Cooper, the court had to surmount two arguments applicable to
the situation where the parolee who faces revocation is incarcerated
in another jurisdiction: "(1) that a revocation hearing is needless
since in most every case the detainer request will be placed because
the petitioner has violated his parole through conviction of another
felony and (2) that the practical barriers, including the expense in-
volved in holding a revocation hearing when the individual is confin-
ed in another state, will outweigh the benefits of possibly removing
the effects of the detainer."9

The court observed that despite a felony conviction in another
state, it is not a foregone conclusion that parole revocation will
follow. °° Parole boards often waive revocation,1°1 but when this deci-
sion is deferred until the prisoner's release, he has lost his chance for
rehabilitation while in prison, as well as the possibility of a con-
current sentence. Because of overcrowded prisons, a problem with
which the state seeking revocation must contend, the court felt that a
state which is required to give an earlier revocation hearing would
not act vindictively and would not revoke parole in every case.'0 2

Indeed, "It1o do so would be to ignore the needs of the state as well as
the individuals.'

'
10

The second argument posed above is a practical problem; but
the parolee's stake in being afforded his constitutional rights
to hearing and notice far outweigh any resultant burden on the state.
The court's decision in Cooper, requiring a parole revocation hearing

prior to the prisoner's release from the custodial state, will not great-
ly add to this burden. The two states involved will have to make
arrangements to give the state seeking revocation temporary custody
for the hearing, which includes transportation, security and other
related costs. However, the increased burden is overshadowed by
the interests of society and the prisoner in treating him with basic
fairness and minimizing the undesirable restraints imposed by the

98. Morrissey at 488.
99. Cooper at 315.

100. Note that the parole revocation warrants in Cooper were not based on the
subsequent felony convictions. Cooper at 310 n. 1.

101. Id. at 315.
102. Id. at 317.
103. Id.
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delainer system. This will in turn facilitate the rehabilitative process
to the ultimate benefit of society as a whole.

The opinion in Cooper is limited to the issue of whether due
process requires a timely hearing for a parolee subsequently con-
victed and incarcerated in another state.'0 4 If upon hearing, the re-
(Juesting state decides to revoke parole and request custody of the
p~risoner on release, the detainer could then be continued without
violating the Cooper decision. The court in dicta suggested, however,
that there is little justification for doing so. "JAI prisoner facing
release to another state might be more motivated toward good
behavior and rehabilitation if there was the prospect that upon
release the first state might reparole him because of his showing of
aidjustment.'"105

CONCLUSION

Cooper v. Lockhart is a merger of two recent judicial trends. It is
an extension of the due process requirements for parole revocation,
as enunciated in Morrissey v. Brewer, into the situation where the
parolee is incarcerated in another jurisdiction. If the reasonable time
requirement is not fulfilled by a timely parole revocation hearing,
the court will order the removal of any punitive restraints imposed
on the prisoner because of a letainer. This accomplishes the same
result as the application of "speedy trial" guarantees in Smith v.
looey, in regard to detainers. Because the speedy trial protection is

only applicable to criminal prosecutions, the court found a
reasonable time limitation within the fourteenth amendment due
process guarantees, Thus, the same result is accomplished as in
Smith by a different legal approach. There appears to be no distinc-
tion between the two sets of cases justifying a denial of relief in
parole revocation, as represented in Cooper. If the court does not in-
lervene, the prisoner will suffer serious harm because of the punitive
restrictions flowing from the detainer. It is in the best interests of
society to bolster the rehabilitative process by removing the obstruc-
lions placed on it by the detainer system, as currently employed. In
weighing the increased burden to the states involved in cases like
Cooper against the possible harm to the prisoner from the punitive
consequences of a detainer, clue process dictates that the prisoner be

104. Id. at 316 n. 14.
105. Id.
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)I'roecte(I. The (:onditional liberty involved in such a case still in-
volves signific(ant interests, which merit protection from their loss
Wi thOu I 11C )roC(edural safeguards which our system of justice has
IntEAvin(d(I.

Janet E. Arnold - '75


